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Abstract
People have access to a tremendous amount of video nowadays, both on television and
Internet. The amount of video that a viewer has to choose from is so large that it is
infeasible for a human to go through it all to find a video of interest. Organizing video into
categories will make the process of large number of videos much faster and improves the
ease of access. A profile created by observing the rate at which the contents of video frame
changes helps in categorization of videos in different types. The experiments we conducted
on three types of videos (News, Sports, and Music) show that a profile built on a set of
frame transition parameter measurements could be applied to automatically distinguish the
types of these videos.

We have researched a way to automatically characterize videos into their respected video
type, such as a news, music, or sports video clips, by comparing the content value
transitions among the video frames. The objective of this research is to see if some
measurements extracted from frame transitions are used to show the differences between
different categories of videos. In other words, we want to see if such kind of values and
measurements can be used to tell different kind of videos or the genre of videos, e.g., with
respect to the authors. Our program extracts the statistical data from the video frames based

on the histograms of the grayscale pixel intensity changes in the frame transitions. A variety
of videos were tested to categorize them using the extracted signatures from these frame
transition profiles. The signatures extracted presents a problem of classification that can be
addressed using the machine learning algorithms. Time complexity of the evaluation is
decreased when compared to other methods in video classification as the video is processed
in a single step where all the features are extracted and analysis is performed on the
obtained signatures. This provides a simple approach in classifying the videos, additional
signatures will be extracted to create a more efficient profiling system to better reveal the
nature and characteristics of the video categorization.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1. Problem
The amount of video that a viewer has to choose from is now so large that it is infeasible
for a human to go through it all to ﬁnd video of interest. Organizing video into categories
will make the process of large number of videos much faster and improves the ease of
access. A profile created by observing the signatures of the intensity patterns helps in
classifying the videos.

1.2. Motivations
Faster internet connections, ubiquitous use of ﬁlming devices and the popularity of video
blogging, all contribute to the steady growth of video content on the Internet. The
advancement of multimedia technology, there has been an explosion of web video sharing
service in recent years. Organizing video into categories will make the process of large
number of videos much faster and improves the ease of access. If the video is incorrectly
classified or unable to be categorized, then there exists some noise in the video, video
classification helps in detection of this noise in the video.

1.3. Significance
Organizing video into categories will make the process of large number of videos much
faster and improves the ease of access. If the video is incorrectly classified or unable to be
categorized, then there exists some noise in the video, video classification helps in
detection of this noise in the video. Video classification also helps in identifying the
complete details of the changed video, even the original video is not available. Video cut
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transition detection can be identified by the block wise histogram differences of the two
consecutive frames of a video sequence in RGB color space. Most of the cut identification
techniques uses a threshold to discriminate between the inter frame difference values and
thus identify the video breakpoints.

1.4. Challenges
People have access to a tremendous amount of video nowadays, both on television and
Internet. The amount of video that a viewer has to choose from is so large that it is
infeasible for a human to go through it all to find a video of interest. To help viewers find
video of interest, work has begun on methods of automatic video classification. A large
number of approaches have been attempted for performing automatic classification of
video. The classification was made on text based approaches, audio based approaches,
visual based approaches and a combination of text, audio and visual content. This paper
discuss the challenge of extracting the signatures from the rate of change of frames of a
video. These signatures are used to realize the differences among the News, Sports and
Music videos.

1.5. Objectives
This paper studies about the research that is focused on classifying News, Sports and Music
videos based on the signatures extracted from their frame transition profiles. Initially
frames of the videos are captures and rate of change of frames is calculated from the
obtained frames. Histograms of these rate of change of frames is calculated to extract the
signatures from it. These signatures form basis for the classification of the videos.
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Chapter 2

2. Overview
2.1. History of the problem
The fast advancement of multimedia technology, there has been an explosion of web video
sharing service in recent years. There is much video available today. To help viewers find
video of interest, work has begun on methods of automatic video classification. Organizing
video into categories will make the process of large number of videos much faster and
improves the ease of access.
The origins of broadcast video classification can be said to lie in image analysis
applications. The retrieval of images containing specific printed texts is one of the earliest
tasks to be tackled. Later came the introduction of computer vision techniques and
searching for more general objects. Motivation for video classification approaches are
aimed at providing efficient browsing, searching and retrieval of multimedia material.
Application domains include large distributed digital libraries, broadcasting or production
archives and video databases. The largest multimedia database is the World Wide Web
(WWW) and specific approaches to this domain have been proposed.
The classification was made on text based approaches, audio based approaches, visual
based approaches and a combination of text, audio and visual content. This paper discuss
the challenge of extracting the signatures from the rate of change of frames of a video.
These signatures are used to realize the differences among the News, Sports and Music
videos.
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2.2. State of the art
Initial research was conducted by capturing the frames and converting the frames into
histograms. The rate of change of histograms is calculated. As of now signatures like mean
of the rate of change of frames, variance, mean of intensity values, variance of intensity
values, maximum values and average number of frames per transitions are observed from
rate of change of histogram values. The profile created on the values of average number of
frames per transition helped to realize the differences between News, Sports and Music
videos.
Later the frames are captured, converted them into gray scale images. The rate of change
of these gray scale images is obtained to derive the signatures. . Signatures like mean of
the rate of change of frames, variance, mean of intensity values, variance of intensity
values, maximum values, average number of frames per transitions, Ratio of consistent
frames to the total number of frames and nature of transitions are observed from rate of
change of histogram values. We extracted several signatures to build an efficient profiling
system. These measurements, while in proper combinations, are meaningful to the nature
of video categories and useful in distinguishing different types of videos. The proper
statistical discrimination of the signature values is obtained using the average gap between
the measurements. The values of the signatures with maximum average gap are given as
input to WEKA classifier for further classification.
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Chapter 3
3. Techniques
3.1. Introduction to earlier techniques
Classification of the common videos based on the content of the video will be helpful in
many ways. A program that generates profiles of common videos and outputs a given
video’s type could be useful in sorting a large number of videos and providing much faster
access to the video of interest. The amount of noise in a video could be detected if a video
is profiled incorrectly or improperly categorized.
A video is composed of frames that are presented in a rapid succession to the viewer to
make an impression of movement. Each frame consists of pixels that each has a value range
from 0 to 255 for each color components (RGB: Red, Green, and Blue). There are several
film transitions usually used in film editing to juxtapose adjacent shots [FilmTransition].
The transitions in a video can be categorized as abrupt transitions and gradual transitions.
Abrupt transitions are the instantaneous change from one frame to other. Gradual
transitions, also called soft transitions, are photographic changes often made in the video
editing such as wipes, fade-ins, fade-outs, dissolves, etc. [ZhonglanPinXu]. Fade-out is a
gradual transition of a scene by diminishing overall brightness and contrast to a constant
image (usually a black frame). Fade-in is a reverse transition of fade-out. Dissolve is a
gradual super-imposition of two consecutive shots [ShotTransitionDetect].
The identification of frame transitions help in shot detections [ParthaSanjoyBhabatosh]
which plays a crucial role in video segmentation and video indexing. Frame transitions and
the estimated parameters are used to detect and classify the shot boundaries
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[WaynePartial]. Instead of measuring the temporal continuity based on the features
extracted from frames, the Wayne’s method estimates the parameters of the shot transition
model using a robust hybrid representation of frame data, based on both global and local
features including edge strength scatter matrix and motion matrix. Contextual classification
of the transition parameters is performed for detecting and labeling the shot boundaries.
A hard cut or cut is a sudden transition from one video shot to another which is also referred
as abrupt shot transition [Tudor]. Video cut transition detection can be identified by the
block wise histogram differences of the two consecutive frames of a video sequence in
RGB color space [BoreczkyRowe]. Most of the cut identification techniques uses a
threshold to discriminate between the inter frame difference values and thus identify the
video breakpoints. In Priya and Domnic’s work, feature extraction is performed using the
block based histogram differences that are computed for each consecutive frame
[PriyaDomnic]. The extracted feature strongly satisfies two properties of the video hard cut
detection. The distance between any two consecutive frames belonging to the same shot is
much smaller than the distance between any two consecutive frames belonging to different
shots. The feature extraction and threshold calculation procedures are used to identify the
cuts in a video.
That automated methods of classifying video are an important and active area of research
is demonstrated by the existence of the TREC video retrieval benchmarking evaluation
campaign (TRECVid) [JianpingXingquanJing]. TRECVid provides data sets and common
tasks that allow researchers to compare their methodologies under similar conditions.
While much of TRECVid is devoted to video information retrieval, video classification
tasks exist as well such as identifying clips containing faces or on-screen text,
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distinguishing between clips representing outdoor or indoor scenes, or identifying clips
with speech or instrumental sound. TRECVid provides a large-scale test collection of
videos, and dozens of participants apply their content-based video retrieval algorithms to
the collection. A video may have an auditory channel as well as a visual channel. The
available information from videos includes the following [WeimingXieLiZeng]: 1. video
metadata, which are tagged texts embedded in videos, usually including title, summary,
date, actors, producer, broadcast duration, file size, video format, copyright;2.audio
information from the auditory channel;3. Transcripts: Speech transcripts can be obtained
by speech recognition and caption texts can be read using optical character recognition
techniques; 4. visual information contained in the images themselves from the visual
channel
The importance and popularity of video indexing and retrieval have led to several survey
papers. Automatic video indexing methods are proposed by [SnoekWorring] and
[AlatanAkansuWolf] using multimodal analysis. Semantics-based video indexing and
retrieval uses data-driven stochastic modeling approach to perform both video
segmentation and video indexing in a single pass [YongSuchendraKang]. Based on the
way a key frame is extracted, existing work in the area of video summarization can be
categorized into three classes: sampling based, shot based, and segment based. Most of the
earlier summarization work belongs to the sampling-based class, where key frames were
either randomly chosen or uniformly sampled from the original video. Since a shot is
defined as a video segment taken from a continuous period, a natural and straightforward
way is to extract one or more key frames from each shot using low-level features such as
color and motion.
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Various clustering-based extraction schemes at the higher representative scene-level have
been also proposed. In these schemes, segments are first generated from frame clustering
and then the frames that are closest to the centroid of each qualified segment are chosen as
key frames [UchihashiFooteGirgensohnBoreczky]. Yeung and Yeo [YeungYeo] reported
their work on video summarization at the scene level based on a detected shot structure,
where they classified all shots into a group of clusters and then extracted meaningful
scenes, namely representative images (R-images) to represent its component shot clusters.
Structural analysis of video is a prerequisite step to automatic video content analysis.
Among the various structural levels (i.e., frame, shot, scene, etc.), shot level organization
has been considered appropriate for browsing and content based retrieval. Shot boundary
detection (SBD), also known as temporal video segmentation, is the process of identifying
the transitions between the adjacent shots. A large number of SBD methods have been
proposed. In the early years, the methods are usually evaluated on a relatively small data
set due to the lack of large annotated video collections [YuanWangXiao].
A novel approach to video identification based on the video tomography technique. The
proposed video signature was designed and evaluated based on its ability to uniquely
identify videos. A video signature should be both independent and robust. This paper
focuses on evaluating the independence of the proposed video signatures. The signatures
were evaluated using a large test set developed for the MPEG activity on digital video
signatures [SebastianAdrianaMarilyneJonathan]. The results show that the proposed
signature works well and exhibits strong independence necessary to support general
purpose video identification systems.
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Cheng Lu, Mark S.Drew and James Au [ChengMarkJames] presented a paper that uses
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) on compressed chromaticity signatures to summarize the
videos. They formed a 12-vector chromaticity signature for any video frame. On the basis
of these coefficients they produced key frame-based succinct summarized expressions for
video using a multistage hierarchical clustering algorithm. They obtain chromaticity
signatures for key frames, each of which represents a scene and temporal features including
the duration of any scene in a video and transition characteristics between scenes by video
characterization and summarization [PiotrVincentGarrisonSerge]. Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) integrate these two features for video classification.

3.2. Principles, Concepts, and Theoretical Foundations of the research
problem
We have researched a way to automatically characterize videos into their respected video
type, such as a news, music, or sports video clips (as shown in fig.1 and 2), by comparing
the content value transitions among the video frames. The objective of this research is to
see if some measurements extracted from frame transitions are used to show the differences
between different categories of videos. In other words, we want to see if such kind of values
and measurements can be used to tell different kind of videos or the genre of videos, e.g.,
with respect to the authors. Our program extracts the statistical data from the video frames
based on the histograms of the grayscale pixel intensity changes in the frame transitions
(the first order differences of the pixel values between the frames). A variety of videos
were tested using to categorize them using the extracted signatures from these frame
transition profiles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Example showing a frame captured from a) News b) Sports c) Music Video

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 Example showing a gray scale image of a) News b) Sports c) Music Video

3.2.1. Signature Extraction and Video Characterization
Rate of Change Extraction
Our process begins with capturing the frames from the video and converting the obtained
frames into gray scales. The images obtained from the difference of the frames, or first
derivatives, are captured. We then calculated the rate of change of the first-order
derivatives by taking the difference between the frames of the first-order derivatives. The
images representing the first-order derivatives and the second-order derivatives are shown
in Fig 3 and Fig 4, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 Example showing a first-order derivative image by finding difference of frame 1
and frame 2 of a) News b) Sports c) Music Video

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 Example showing a Second-order derivative image by finding difference of frame
1 and frame 2 of a) News b) Sports c) Music Video
Once the frames of the first-order derivatives and the second-order derivatives of a video
clip are obtained, histograms of these frames are calculated. The frames representing the
histograms of the first-order derivative and second-order derivative are shown in Fig 5 and
Fig 6, respectively.
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Figure 5 Example showing a histogram of first-order derivatives (grey-level intensity
changes between frame k and frame k+1) of a) News video; b) Sports Video; c) Music
Video

Figure 6 Example showing a histogram of Second-order derivative (value changes between the
first-order derivative frame k and the first-order derivative frame k+1 --- the rate of grey-level
intensity changes among image frames k, k+1, and k+2)
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Transition Signature Identification:
We use the mean values of the histograms to represent the rate of changes of the video
frames. Frame transitions are identified by examining the magnitude of the first-order
derivatives and the second-order derivatives with respect to their corresponding mean
values. Frame transition signatures are then identified on the basis of these transitions.
Five measurements are in this process: (1) the means of the first-order derivatives and the
second-order derivatives, (2) variances of the first-order derivatives and the second-order
derivatives, (3) means of the histogram intensity values, (4) variances of the histogram
intensity values, and (5) the maximum histogram values of each derivatives. These
measurements are described below.
1. (M1, M2): Means of the first-order derivatives and the second-order derivatives over
the entire video clip that were calculated by

∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
xi: Histograms of rate of change frames
N: Length of histograms of rate of change
Examples of the M1 and M2 values over three sample video clips are shown in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 respectively.
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Figure 7 Mean of First-order Derivative of a) News video; b) Sports Video; c) Music Video

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8 Mean of Second-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports Video; c) Music
Video
2.

(V1, V2): Variances of the first-order derivatives and the second-order derivatives
over the entire video clip, calculated as
𝑁−1

1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑀𝑗 )2
𝑁−1
𝑖=0

xi: Histograms of rate of change frames
N: Length of histograms of rate of change
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Mj: Mean of the histograms of rate of change of frames
Examples of the V1 and V2 values over three sample video clips are shown in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10 respectively.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 9 Variance of First-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports Video; c) Music
Video

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10 Variance of Second-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports Video; c) Music
Video
3. (HM1, HM2): Mean of histogram values of the first-order derivatives and the secondorder derivatives over the entire video clip which is calculated on the basis of (M1,
M2), such that
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𝑁

∑
𝑖=0

∑255
𝑗=0 ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡[𝑖][𝑘]
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙[𝑖]
Hist: Histograms of rate of change frames
N: Length of histograms of rate of change

Total: sum of the values of each histograms of rate of change of frames
Examples of the HM1 and HM2 values over three sample video clips are shown in Fig.
11 and Fig. 12 respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11 Mean of Intensity values of First-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports
Video; c) Music Video

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12 Mean of Intensity values of Second-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports
Video; c) Music Video
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4.

(HV1, HV2): Variance of histogram values of the first-order derivatives and the
second-order derivatives over the entire video clip calculated as
𝑁

∑
𝑖=0

2
∑255
𝑗=0(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛[𝑖] − ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡[𝑖][𝑘])

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙[𝑖]

Hist: Histograms of rate of change frames
Mean: Mean of histograms of rate of change frames
N: Length of histograms of rate of change
Total: sum of the values of each histograms of rate of change of frames
Examples of the HV1 and HV2 values over three sample video clips are shown in Fig. 13
and Fig. 14 respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13 Variance of Intensity values of First-order Derivative; a) News video; b) Sports
Video c) Music Video
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 14 Variance of Intensity values of Second-order Derivative a) News video; b)
Sports Video; c) Music Video
5.

(MH1, MH2): Maximum histogram values of the first-order derivatives and the
second-order derivatives over the entire video clip frames. The maximum values were
determined from smoothed versions of the first-order and second-order derivatives.
Examples of the MH1 and MH2 values over three sample video clips are shown in
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15 Maximums values of First-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports Video; c)
Music Video
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 16 Maximums values of Second-order Derivative a) News video; b) Sports Video;
c) Music Video
Based on the above identified frame transition signatures, an additional set of
measurements to characterize the video clips were derived. They are:
a. Average mean value of the first-order and second-order derivatives, i.e., the
averages of the M1 and M2 values over all frames of a video clip.
b. Average number of consistent frames that are the frames between transitions.
c. Frame transition rate which is calculated as the number of frame transitions (video
intervals) divided by the total number of frames in the video clip.
d. Rate of frames in transitions vs. the consistent frames.
e. The nature of the frames in a transition is identified. The percentage of frames that
are before and after the maximum value in a transition are obtained.
f. The mean of intensity values of the first-order and second-order derivatives is
calculated
Average gap:
We extracted several signatures to build an efficient profiling system. These measurements,
while in proper combinations, are meaningful to the nature of video categories and useful
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in distinguishing different types of videos. The proper statistical discrimination of the
signature values is obtained using the average gap between the measurements. The values
of the signatures with maximum average gap are given as input to WEKA classifier for
further classification. The statistical discrimination values of the frame transition based
characterization by calculating the average gap between the measurements with respect to
the new, sports, and music categories. The average gap is calculated as follows:
(|𝑀𝑁𝑀 − 𝑀𝑆𝑀| + |𝑀𝑁𝑀 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀| + |𝑀𝑆𝑀 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀| )
𝑀𝑁𝑀 + 𝑀𝑆𝑀 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀

MNM: Mean value of News measurement
MSM: Mean value of Sports measurement
MMM: Mean value of Music measurement
The values with highest average gap are considered for inputs to the classifier. The below
table shows the signatures that are selected for classification along with their average gap
values:
S. No

Signature Name

Average gap value

1

Average height of peaks

0.5367

2

Frame transition rate

0.9676

3

Ratio of transition frame vs. Consistent

0.6791

4

Average mean intensity value

0.4120

5

Percentage of Medium_Rise

0.3715

Table 1. Signatures with highest Average gap values
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3.2.2. Characterization of Videos:
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. The algorithms
can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from your own Java code. Weka contains
tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and
visualization. It is also well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes. We use
classification feature of WEKA to classify our videos and develop an efficient profiling
system that helps in classification of the future video content. We present our approach by
selecting three classifier, Minimum distance classifier, Naïve Bayes classifier and J48
classifier.
Minimum distance classifier:
A minimum-distance classifier computes || x - mk || for k = 1 to c and chooses the class for
which this error is minimum. Since || x - mk || is also the distance from x to mk, we call
this a minimum-distance classifier. We then applied a minimum distance classifier with the
above average measurements to the 150 video clips with different combinations of the
measurements so as to further evaluate sensitivity and significance of these measurements
in terms of profiling and characterizing the different video categories. The video will be
classified as category k (News, or Sports, or Music) in the test if gk(X) is the smallest
,
gj(X) =∑𝑛𝑖=1(xi − μi )2 ;
xi = sum of values in a rate of change of frame histogram,
i = Mean of the rate of change of frame histograms
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Naïve Bayes Classifier:
We have a set of signatures, each of which belong to a known class, and each of which has
a known vector of variables, our aim is to construct a rule which will allow us to assign
future signatures to a class, given only the values of the of signatures describing the future
videos. This is a problem of supervised learning and many classifiers are presented to
develop such rules. Naive Bayes classifier is one such a simple classification technique that
provides us the rules required for future classification. It is very easy to construct without
any complicated iterative parameter estimation schemes that can be readily applied to huge
data sets
We have three values for the class attribute: News, Sports and Music. Bayesian classifier
uses Bayes theorem which states

P(Cj | d) =

𝑃(𝑑 |𝐶𝑗) 𝑃(𝐶𝑗)
𝑃(𝐷)

P (Cj | d): probability of instance d being in class Cj,
P (d | Cj): probability of generating instance d given class Cj,
P (Cj): probability of occurrence of class Cj,
P (d): probability of instance d occurring

We use this Bayesian classifier to generate rules for the training set. Consider a video with
a known signature value, say Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456, and we need to find
the class of the video to which it belongs. We find the probability of that signature with the
class attributes News, Sports and Music to know the class of the given video type.
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P (News / Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456) = P (Average Mean Intensity value =
0.456/ News) * P (News) | P (Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456)
P (Sports / Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456) = P (Average Mean Intensity value =
0.456/ Sports) * P (Sports) | P (Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456)
P (Music / Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456) = P (Average Mean Intensity value =
0.456/ Music) * P (Music) | P (Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456)
The values of P (Class attribute) and P (Average Mean Intensity value = 0.456) are obtained
from the training set that is supplied. The probability with maximum value is considered
as the respective class for a video input. But there are multiple input attribute for the
classifier. Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume attributes have independent distributions, and
thereby estimate
P (d | Cj) = P (d1 | Cj) * P (d2 | Cj) * ….* P (dn | Cj)
P (d1 | Cj): The probability of class Cj generating the observed value for feature 1
We calculate the probability for all the signatures individually and multiply the
probabilities later to classify the given video content. The same principle is used by
WEKA tool in classifying the video types using the Bayesian classifier. The signatures
selected using the average gap value are given as input to the WEKA preprocessing tab.
Naïve Bayes classifier is selected in the classifier tab of WEKA tool and the rules are
generated using the training set that we supplied in the preprocessing tab.
J48 classifier:
The J48 classifier is the implementation of the C4.5 decision tree learner in WEKA. C4.5
algorithm generates classifiers that are expressed as decision trees. Decision trees have
been widely used in machine learning for classification and prediction. J. Ross Quinlan, a
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researcher in machine learning, developed a decision tree algorithm known as ID3
(Iterative Dichotomiser). Quinlan later presented C4.5 (a successor of ID3), which became
a benchmark to which newer supervised learning algorithms are often compared. The most
popular Decision tree algorithms are ID3, C4.5, and CART.
Decision tree induction constructs a flowchart like structure where each internal (nonleaf)
node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each
external (leaf) node corresponds to a class prediction. At each node, the algorithm chooses
the best attribute to partition the data into individual classes. Decision tress algorithms
adopt a greedy (i.e., nonbacktracking) approach in which decision trees are constructed in
a top-down recursive divide-and-conquer manner. Decision tree algorithms follow a topdown approach, which starts with a training set of tuples and their associated class labels.
The training set is recursively partitioned into smaller subsets as the tree is being built.
Attribute selection measures provides a heuristic for selecting the splitting criterion that
best separates a given data partition.
Given a set D of cases, C4.5 first grows an initial tree using the divide-and-conquer
algorithm as follows:
a. If all the cases in D belong to the same class or D is small, the tree is a leaf labeled
with the most frequent class in D.
b. Otherwise, choose a test based on a single attribute with two or more outcomes.
Make this test the root of the tree with one branch for each outcome of the test,
partition S into corresponding subsets D1, D2… according to the outcome for each
case, and apply the same procedure to each subset.
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C4.5 uses two heuristic criteria to rank possible tests: information gain, which minimizes
the total entropy of the subsets and the default gain ratio that divides information gain by
the information provided by the test outcomes. The expected information needed to classify
a tuple in D is given by:

Where pi is the probability that an arbitrary tuple in D belongs to class Ci
Info (D) is just the average amount of information needed to identify the class label of a
tuple in D. The information is based on the proportions of tuples of each class. Info (D) is
also known as the entropy of D. Now, suppose we were to partition the tuples in D on
some attribute A having v distinct values, {a1, a2, …..av}, as observed from the training
data. If A is discrete-valued, these values correspond directly to the v outcomes of a test
on A. Attribute A can be used to split D into v partitions or subsets, {D1, D2, : : : ,
Dv},where Dj contains those tuples in D that have outcome aj of A. The partitions that
are obtained using this will be impure, where a partition may contain a collection of
tuples from different classes rather than from a single class.
The amount of information that is needed to arrive at an exact calculation or pure
partitions is obtained using:

Where

|𝐷𝑗|
acts as the weight of the jth partition
|𝐷|
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InfoA (D) is the expected information required to classify a tuple from D based on the
partitioning by A. The smaller the expected information required, the greater the purity of
the partitions. Information gain is defined as the difference between the original
information requirement (i.e., based on just the proportion of classes) and the new
requirement (i.e., obtained after partitioning on A).

Gain (A) provides the details of the information gained by branching on A. It is the
expected reduction in the information requirement caused by knowing the value of A. The
attribute A with the highest information gain, Gain (A), is chosen as the splitting attribute
at node N. A decision tree is constructed by calculating the information gain at each node
to have a pure partitions.
The initial tree is then pruned to avoid over fitting. The pruning algorithm is based on a
pessimistic estimate of the error rate associated with a set of N cases, E of which do not
belong to the most frequent class. Instead of E/N, C4.5 determines the upper limit of the
binomial probability when E events have been observed in N trials, using a user-specified
confidence whose default value is 0.25. Pruning is carried out from the leaves to the root.
The estimated error at a leaf with N cases and E errors is N times the pessimistic error rate
as above. For a subtree, C4.5 adds the estimated errors of the branches and compares this
to the estimated error if the subtree is replaced by a leaf; if the latter is no higher than the
former, the subtree is pruned. Similarly, C4.5 checks the estimated error if the subtree is
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replaced by one of its branches and when this appears beneficial the tree is modified
accordingly.

3.2.3. Results of classification:
The mean and average gap of the measurements extracted from the first order and second
order derivatives of the 150 video clips are as follows:

Table 2. Mean and Average gap values of first-order derivatives

Table 3. Mean and Average gap values of first-order derivatives
The results are useful to provide a guideline on what features to select for the classification
of the videos into their corresponding categories. The average gap helps in choosing the
sensitive signatures that help in building a more accurate profiling system. The above
signatures have a higher average gap value and are selected to build the video profiling
system.
We then applied the average mean values of the histograms of derivatives for a comparison
of the News, Sports and Music videos and to create a profile that classify these video types.
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Each mean value of news, sports and music is compared with all the values of sports, music
and news videos respectively. The count of such values that are greater than all the values
of the other type of video are counted. For example consider an average mean value of a
news video, it is compared with all the average mean values of sports video and the count
of videos that have an average mean value less than the average mean value of selected
news video is identified. This procedure is repeated for all the news videos and the count
of videos is recorded. From the obtained count values we calculate the number of average
mean values that have count greater than forty and record the count value as shown in
second row of Fig 19 where the percentage of this cunt is calculated and recorded in third
row of the table.
Average Mean

News > Sports

Music > Sports

News > Music

# of videos

40

48

27

Percentage
value

80%

96%

54%

Table 4. Average mean value comparison between different types of videos
We created a training data set of 150 videos (50 of News, Sports & Music). We created an
.arff file (WEKA input) using the signatures values of the selected attributes. This .arff file
is given as input to the WEKA tool and the data is preprocessed in the preprocessing tab.
The classification of the data is done in the classify tab of the WEKA tool. WEKA presents
a large set of classifiers in the classify tab. As mentioned earlier we choose Minimum
distance classifier, Naïve Bayes and J48 tree classifier for the classification of the
signatures. The initial classification was made using the training set and the results of the
classification are as follows:
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Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
38
2
10
Sports
15
34
1
Music
11
9
30
# Videos Classified
102 (68%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
48 (32%)

Table 5. Confusion matrix of classified videos of Minimum distance classifier for
Trainings data

Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
38
2
10
Sports
15
34
1
Music
11
9
30
# Videos Classified
98 (65.33%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
52 (34.7%)

Table 6. Confusion matrix of classified videos of Naïve Bayes classifier for Trainings
data

Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
47
0
3
Sports
5
45
0
Music
6
4
40
# Videos Classified
132 (88%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
18 (12%)

Table 7. Confusion matrix of classified videos of J48 classifier for Training data
The above results shows the results of classification of training data set using Naïve
Bayes classifier and J48 classifier. J48 classifier has an accuracy of 88% whereas the
classification made using the Naïve Bayes classifier has an accuracy of 68%. We
created a training data set of 60 videos (20 of News, Sports & Music). We created an
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.arff file using the test data set and given this as input to WEKA tool in the classify tab.
We evaluated the test data set with the training data set using the Naïve Bayes classifier
and J48 classifier and the results are as follows:

Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
20
0
0
Sports
2
18
0
Music
4
15
1
# Videos Classified
39 (65%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
21 (35%)

Table 8. Confusion matrix of classified videos of Minimum distance classifier for
Test data

Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
1
16
3
Sports
0
14
6
Music
3
5
12
# Videos Classified
27 (45%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
33 (55%)

Table 9. Confusion matrix of classified videos of Naïve Bayesian classifier for Test
data

Video
Type

Classified Type
News
Sports
Music
News
18
1
1
Sports
1
19
0
Music
2
1
17
# Videos Classified
54 (90%)
# Videos Incorrectly Classified
6 (10%)

Table 10. Confusion matrix of classified videos of J48 classifier for Test data
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The above results shows results of classification of test data set using Minimum
distance classifier, Naïve Bayes classifier and J48 classifier. J48 classifier has an
accuracy of 90% whereas the classification made using the Naïve Bayes classifier has
an accuracy of 45% and minimum distance classifier has 65%. WEKA provides
different measures to compare the classifiers. The measures are:
Kappa Coefficient:
It is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement or inter-annotator agreement for
categorical items. Kappa Coefficient is a more robust measure of inter-rater agreement than
simple percentage agreement as it takes into account the agreement occurring by chance.
The kappa statistic (or kappa coefficient) is the most commonly used statistic for this
purpose.

Kappa Coefficient =

𝑃(𝑎)− 𝑃(𝑒)
1 – 𝑃(𝑒)

P(a), the probability of actual or observed agreement
P(e), the probability of expected agreement or that which occurs by chance
Mean Absolute Error:
It is a measure of how close predictions are to the eventual outcomes of given objects. It
measures accuracy for continuous variables. Mean absolute error is the average over the
verification sample of the absolute values of the differences between forecast and the
corresponding observation.
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θ: true value of interest

θ^: estimated value
Root mean squared error (RMSE):
The RMSE is a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error.
Expressing the formula in words, the difference between forecast and corresponding
observed values are each squared and then averaged over the sample. Finally, the square
root of the average is taken. Since the errors are squared before they are averaged, the
RMSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors.

Relative Absolute error:
It is just the average of the actual values. The error denotes total absolute error instead of
the total squared error. Thus, the relative absolute error takes the total absolute error and
normalizes it by dividing by the total absolute error of the simple predictor.

Root Relative Absolute error:
RRSE is computed by dividing the RMSE by the RMSE obtained by just predicting the
mean of target values (and then multiplying by 100). Therefore, smaller values are better
and values > 100% indicate a

scheme

worse than just predicting

the mean

is

doing
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The below table provides a comparison of the measure of the Naïve Bayes classifier and
J48 classifier:
Naïve Bayes
Measure

(Training
Data)

J48 Classifier

Naïve Bayes

J48 Classifier

(Test Data)

(Test Data)

(Test Data)

62.6667%

88%

45%

90%

37.3333%

12%

55%

10%

0.44

0.82

0.175

0.85

0.2706

0.1251

0.381

0.1301

0.4282

0.2501

0.5756

0.2611

60.8901 %

28.1574 %

85.7274 %

29.2635 %

90.8257 %

53.0636 %

122.0957 %

55.3846 %

Accuracy of
classification
Incorrectly
Classified Instances
Kappa statistic
Mean absolute
error
Root mean squared
error
Relative absolute
error
Root relative
squared error

Table 11. Comparison of Measures I of Naïve Bayes and J48 Classifier
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A kappa statistic of 1 indicates perfect agreement, whereas a kappa of 0 indicates
agreement equivalent to chance. The value of kappa coefficient for a J48 classifier is nearly
equal to one which shows an excellent agreement between the classified values. Whereas
the kappa coefficient of Naïve Bayes classifier is less the 0.5 which shows the improper
agreement of the classified values. The lower value of error measures represents a better
classifier. The values are error measures for a J48 classifier are much lower than the Naïve
Bayes classifier which represents the J48 classifier has a better classifying efficiency than
the Naïve Bayes classifier.
J48 Classifier
FMeasures Precision Recall Measure
0.81
0.94
0.87
News
0.918
0.9
0.909
Sports
0.93
0.8
0.86
Music

Naïve Bayes Classifier
FP
Rate
0.11
0.03
0.06

Precision Recall F-Measure
0.577
0.82
0.678
0.793
0.46
0.582
0.6
0.6
0.6

Table 12. Comparison of Measures II of Naïve Bayes and J48 Classifier
The above shows the measures of precision, recall, F-measure and FP-rate of the training
data set. Precision gives the fraction of the retrieved instances that are relevant and Recall
gives the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. Higher values of the precision
and recall indicates a high degree of relevant instances. J48 classifier have high precision
and recall values when compared with Naïve Bayes classifier indicating J48 classifier
being more efficient. The f-measure is calculated based on the precision and recall, it
provides a combined metric of precision and recall. When an algorithm has higher
precision but lower recall than other we use this measure to provide a comparison. The Fmeasure for J48 classifier is high compared with Naïve Bayes classifier which shows the
results of J48 classifier are more appropriate than Naïve Bayes classifier.

FP
Rate
0.3
0.06
0.2
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Chapter 4
4. Conclusion and Future work
From the results of this testing, we have found that videos in different genres do exhibit
different characteristics that are reflected in a number of the statistical measurements.
These measurements, while in proper combinations, are meaningful to the nature of video
categories and useful in distinguishing different types of videos. Particularly, we found
that the news videos have the average mean value of frame transition much greater when
compared with the sports videos, while the same pattern was shown by 80% of the music
videos. The rate of transition frames with respect to consistent frames is greater for music
video (82%) compared with news video. From the results of this testing using the
classifiers, we have found that videos in different genres do exhibit different characteristics
that are reflected in a number of the statistical measurements. These measurements, while
in proper combinations, are meaningful to the nature of video categories and useful in
distinguishing different types of videos. The results of classification using the J48 classifier
with the attributes selected using the average gap produced a high degree of accuracy. The
accuracy of the training set and the test data set is approximately nearing 90%.
We consider the study conducted by us and reported in this paper is still preliminary. A
more thorough research is going on, attempting to identify more measurements on frame
transition patterns (e.g., types of transition) to improve accuracy of the classification. We
also plan to apply the profiling technique and the features to search large video databases
for finding similar videos, or videos from the same resources or authors. This profiling
technique can also be used for creating a sub classification in a specific video type.
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Consider sports video, once all the signatures are extracted we can use the signatures of
sports video alone to classify them based on the type of sport. The amount of noise in a
video could be detected if a video is profiled incorrectly or improperly categorized. Time
complexity of the evaluation is decreased when compared to other methods in video
classification as the video is processed in a single step where all the features are extracted
and analysis is performed on the obtained signatures. This provides a simple approach in
classifying the videos, additional signatures will be extracted to create a more efficient
profiling system to better reveal the nature and characteristics of the video categorization.
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6.2. Test Data Set
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6.3. Training .arff file
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6.4. Test .arff file
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6.5. Minimum Distance Classifier of Training Data Set
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6.6. Minimum Distance Classifier of Test Data Set
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